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Background: Systemic immune-inflammation index (SII) has been identified as a prognostic 
biomarker in various diseases. However, its significance in acute pancreatitis (AP) has not been 
reported. Therefore, the main aim of this study was to determine the association of SII with 
clinical outcomes of AP patients, after adjusting for several confounders.
Methods: This retrospective cohort study was conducted using data retrieved from the 
Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III database (MIMIC-III). The study only 
included patients diagnosed with AP. SII was calculated as the platelet counts x neutrophil 
counts/lymphocyte counts. Cox regression models were employed to assess the impact of SII 
on the 30- and 90-day mortality of AP patients. Subgroup analysis was carried out to explore 
the stability of the relationship between SII and AP mortality.
Results: A total of 513 patients were found to be eligible based on the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. For 30-day all-cause mortality, in the model adjusted for multiple con-
founders, the HR (95% CI) for mid-SII group (SII: 75.6−104.2) and high-SII groups (SII: 
>104.2) were 1.29 (0.65, 2.56) and 2.57 (1.35, 4.88), respectively, compared to the low-SII 
group (SII: <75.5). A similar trend was observed for 90-day mortality. Subgroup analyses 
presented a stable relationship between SII and 30-day all-cause mortality of AP patients.
Conclusion: SII is a potentially useful prognostic biomarker for AP. However, prospective 
studies are needed to confirm this finding.
Keywords: acute pancreatitis, systemic immune-inflammation index, multiparameter 
intelligent monitoring in intensive care unit, mortality, prognosis

Introduction
Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a disease defined as acute inflammation of the pancreas 
and is the most common gastrointestinal disease with a mortality rate ranging 
between 1% and 1.5%.1 Clinically, AP is categorized as mild acute pancreatitis 
and severe acute pancreatitis (SAP).2 Given the high mortality rate of SAP, it is 
important to identify its prognostic indicators to improve identification of high-risk 
patients and hence initiate timely treatment.3

The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II and Bedside Index 
of Severity has been previously used to assess the severity and prognosis of AP. 
However, the score requires collection of several parameters, some of which 
may not be relevant to AP prognosis. This limits its application in early 
diagnosis of AP severity and prediction of prognosis. Thus, most AP patients 
are not diagnosed within the optimal time frame for early diagnosis and 
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treatment. A recent study proposed a new prognosis 
marker, named systemic immune-inflammation index 
(SII), which is based on neutrophils, lymphocytes, and 
platelets.4 Previously, SII was only associated with the 
prognosis of tumor patients, but it has been recently 
applied in inflammation-linked diseases such as chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease5 and antineutrophil cyto-
plasmic autoantibodies associated vasculitis.6 Multiple 
types of immune cells such as lymphocytes and neutro-
phil cells are involved in inflammatory responses.7 

Several epidemiological studies have reported that SII 
is a stronger prognostic index than systemic inflamma-
tion response biomarkers such as neutrophil-lymphocyte 
ratio (NLR), platelet lymphocyte ratio (PLR), and 
monocyte-to-lymphocyte ratio (MLR) in some 
diseases.8,9 Moreover, the NLR, PLR, and MLR indexes 
only integrate two cell types. However, there are no 
reports on whether SII can predict the clinical prognosis 
of AP.

Therefore, this study aimed at investigating the rela-
tionship between SII and the outcomes of AP using data 
retrieved from the Medical Information Mart for 
Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) database, after adjusting 
for potential confounders.

Methods
Data Source
We collected data from the MIMIC-III database, 
a publicly available critical care database developed by 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.10 The data-
base contains 53,423 patients admitted at Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center between 2001 and 2012. 
This database includes high resolution hourly vital 
signs and waveforms from bedside monitors. It also 
contains laboratory results, prescriptions, procedure, 
fluid balance, and free-text interpretations of imaging 
results. Application of the data retrieved from the data-
base was approved by Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and the Institutional Review Boards. All 
data accessed complies with relevant data protection 
and privacy regulations.

Population Selection Criteria
The diagnosis of AP was based on ICD-9 codes 
(International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision). 
We only included data from the first intensive care unit 

(ICU) admission of each patient aged >18 years. The 
following exclusion criteria was used; 1) stayed in ICU 
< 2 days, and 2) missing key data.

Data Extraction and Outcomes
Demographic information of patients including age, gen-
der, race, body mass index (BMI), vital signs, laboratory 
characteristics, comorbidities, and scoring systems were 
obtained. Vital signs included heart rate, oxygen saturation 
(SPO2), systolic blood pressure (SBP), and diastolic blood 
pressure (DBP). Comorbidities included acute kidney 
injury (AKI), chronic renal disease, chronic liver disease, 
coronary heart disease (CHD), chronic heart failure 
(CHF), sepsis, diabetes mellitus (DM), pneumonia, hyper-
tension, alcohol abuse, and depression. Moreover, labora-
tory characteristics included neutrophil counts, 
lymphocyte counts, hemoglobin, hematocrit, platelet 
counts, white blood cell (WBC) counts, albumin, and 
prothrombin time (PT) over the first 24 h in the ICU. 
The Simplified Acute Physiology Score II (SAPS II) and 
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score were 
also included.

Lymphocytes, neutrophils and platelet counts were 
presented as ×109 cells/mm3. SII was calculated as 
platelet counts * neutrophil counts/lymphocyte counts. 
The patients were divided into three groups according to 
the SII score. Primary outcomes were 30- and 90-day 
mortality. Furthermore, patient mortality information 
was collected from the social security database.

Statistical Analysis
Normally distributed continuous variables are presented 
as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) and non-normally 
distributed continuous variables are shown as the med-
ian (interquartile range). Categorical variables are 
reported as frequencies. Data from independent samples 
were compared with t-test, whereas count data were 
compared using the χ2 test or Fisher’s exact tests. The 
information was graded using Wilcoxon W-test or 
Kruskal Wallis test. Moreover, Cox proportional hazard 
regressions were carried out to estimate the association 
between SII and 30-day and 90-day mortality, and 
results were presented as hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% 
confidence interval (CIs). Covariates in model 1 were 
adjusted for age, sex, and race, while covariates in 
model 2 were adjusted for age, sex, race, heart rate, 
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sepsis, chronic liver disease, CHF, AKI, CHD, DM, 
SAPS II score, SOFA score, and alcohol abuse. These 
covariates were selected according to their associations 
with the outcomes of interest or a change in effect 
estimate of more than 10%.11 Stratification analyses 
were used to examine the effect of SII on different 
subgroups using different parameters and comorbidities. 
A two-sided p < 0.05 was considered statistically sig-
nificant and R software (version 3.6.4) (http://www. 
R-project.org) was used to carry out all statistical 
analyses.

Result
Subject Characteristics
In total, 513 patients were found to be eligible according 
to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Patients were then 
divided into three groups, with equal number of cases, 
based on the SII score; low-SII group, mid-SII group, 
and high-SII group (SII: <75.5; 75.6 −104.2; and >104.2, 
respectively). Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of 
eligible participants. Results indicated that patients in the 
high-SII group had higher SOFA and SAPS III scores (p < 
0.001 for all). They also had lower PT and chronic liver 
disease. On the other hand, patients with mid-SII scores 
were older, and had higher hemoglobin and hematocrit 
levels. Moreover, patients in the high-SII group had higher 
mean platelet count, neutrophils, and WBC count (p < 
0.001 for all).

Association Between SII and 30- and 
90-Day Mortality
Deemed the low-SII group as the reference group, a high- 
SII was associated with increased mortality in ICU AP 
patients (Table 2). With regard to 30-day all-cause mortal-
ity, unadjusted model results showed that patients in the 
high-SII group had higher risk of death (HR = 2.78 95% 
CI, 1.51, 5.12) compared to those in the reference group. 
After adjusting for age, sex, and race (model 1), the HR 
(95% CI) for the mid-SII group and high-SII group were 
1.27 (0.65, 2.49) and 2.78 (1.49, 5.19), respectively, com-
pared to the reference group. After further adjusting for 
multiple confounders (model 2), the HR (95% CI) for the 
mid-SII group and high-SII group were 1.29 (0.65, 2.56) 
and 2.57 (1.35, 4.88), respectively, compared to the refer-
ence group.

A similar trend was observed for 90-day mortality. The 
results of Model 1 indicated that the HR (95% CIs) for the 
mid-SII group and high-SII group were 1.19 (0.66, 2.15) 
and 3.44 (1.99, 5.94), respectively, compared to the refer-
ence (p trend 0.0019). Moreover, the results of model 2 
showed that the HR (95% CIs) for the mid-SII group and 
high-SII group were 1.24 (0.68, 2.25) and 3.19 (1.82, 
5.61), respectively, compared to the reference (p trend 
<0.0001).

In the subgroup analysis, we did not find differences in 
the relationship between SII and 30-day mortality across 
subgroups (Table 3).

Discussion
AP is a common disease which begins abruptly, progresses 
rapidly, and has high mortality and morbidity. Therefore, 
the condition and prognosis of AP patients should be 
timely and accurately monitored. There are several meth-
ods used to evaluate its prognosis. However, none of these 
methods is sensitive or specific enough. Recently, various 
inflammatory markers have been used to predict the prog-
nosis of AP because inflammatory mediators play a critical 
role in the occurrence of AP. One of the new inflammatory 
markers is SII, which reflects the immune status. 
A previous study reported that SII level can reveal inflam-
mation status and is a reproducible biomarker of systemic 
inflammatory processes.12

This study has shown that SII is significantly asso-
ciated with mortality of AP after adjusting for multiple 
variables in various models. Although SII was asso-
ciated with high mortality, other factors might also 
affect the result such as age, sex, and diseases. Thus, 
subgroup analysis was conducted based on age, gender, 
race, comorbidities, and other factors. Results indicated 
that there are no statistically significant differences 
across subgroups, indicating that our findings are reli-
able. However, we did not elucidate the exact mechan-
isms underlying the association between SII and 
mortality of AP patients.

Our findings are based on the principle that neutrophils 
and lymphocytes are involved in innate and adaptive 
immune responses in inflammatory disease such as AP. 
Notably, AP is a highly inflammatory disease. During 
systemic inflammation, excessive stimulation of leuko-
cytes can invoke the release of inflammatory factors and 
trigger systemic inflammatory response syndrome. 
Inflammatory factors cause pancreatic tissue damage or 
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Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of the Study Population

Characteristics SII P-value

<75.5 75.6−104.2 >104.2

SII 56.5 ± 10.4 78.6 ± 5.5 113.4 ± 29.5 <0.001

N 177 177 177

Age, years 57.2 ± 18.3 61.4 ± 18.2 58.9 ± 16.0 <0.001

Sex, n (%) <0.001

Female 69 (39.0) 82 (46.3) 94 (53.1)
Male 108 (61.0) 95 (53.7) 83 (46.9)

Race, n (%) 0.395
White 120 (67.8) 120 (67.8) 115 (65.0)

Black 10 (5.6) 19 (10.7) 17 (9.6)

Other 47 (26.6) 38 (21.5) 45 (25.4)

BMI, kg/m2 30.0 ± 16.5 30.9 ± 8.6 31.0 ± 9.4 0.834

SBP, mmHg 120.3 ± 20.1 124.2 ± 19.4 123.6 ± 18.3 0.127

DBP, mmHg 65.1 ± 13.7 64.2 ± 11.6 65.2 ± 12.7 0.713

SPO2, % 96.4 ± 2.7 96.3 ± 3.5 96.4 ± 2.7 0.916

Heart rate, beats/minute 95.5 ± 19.3 94.8 ± 18.8 96.4 ± 17.4 0.714

Comorbidities

AKI, n (%) 0.141

No 31 (17.5%) 42 (23.7%) 46 (26.0%)
Yes 146 (82.5%) 135 (76.3%) 131 (74.0%)

Chronic rena disease, n (%) 0.096
No 160 (90.4%) 154 (87.0%) 166 (93.8%)

Yes 17 (9.6%) 23 (13.0%) 11 (6.2%)

Chronic liver disease, n (%) <0.001

No 137 (77.4%) 163 (92.1%) 168 (94.9%)

Yes 40 (22.6%) 14 (7.9%) 9 (5.1%)

CHD, n (%) 0.170

No 154 (87.0) 147 (83.1) 159 (89.8)
Yes 23 (13.0) 30 (16.9) 18 (10.2)

CHF, n (%) 0.107
No 168 (94.9) 149 (84.2) 162 (91.5)

Yes 9 (5.1) 28 (15.8) 15 (8.5)

Sepsis, n (%) 0.113

No 125 (70.6) 140 (79.1) 139 (78.5)

Yes 52 (29.4) 37 (20.9) 38 (21.5)

DM, n (%) 0.547

No 141 (79.7) 133 (75.1) 134 (75.7)
Yes 36 (20.3) 44 (24.9) 43 (24.3)

Pneumonia, n (%) 0.177
No 138 (78.0%) 127 (71.8%) 123 (69.5%)

Yes 39 (22.0%) 50 (28.2%) 54 (30.5%)

(Continued)
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organ failure by chemoattracting a large number of neu-
trophils to the pancreas.13–15

Inflammatory response may lead to platelet activation. 
A previous study reported that activated platelets can produce 
a large number of cytokines and chemokines, thereby pro-
moting activation of neutrophils.16 Activated neutrophils can 
produce a large number of oxygen-free radicals and proteo-
lytic enzymes, which may damage endothelial cells.17,18 

Damage to vascular endothelial cells causes exposure of 

type I and type III collagen in the sub-endothelial tissue, 
which leads to platelet adhesion.19 Consequently, adhered 
platelets begin to release their contents such as thromboxane 
A2 (TXA2), 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), and adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP). These pro-coagulant mediators can 
cause platelet aggregation which can activate the coagulation 
cascade, ultimately leading to the inflammatory cascade.20

A previous study reported that P-selectin, intercellular 
adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and neutrophil activating 

Table 1 (Continued). 

Characteristics SII P-value

<75.5 75.6−104.2 >104.2

Hypertension, n (%) 0.273
No 93 (52.5%) 79 (44.6%) 81 (45.8%)

Yes 84 (47.5%) 98 (55.4%) 96 (54.2%)

Alcohol abuse 0.036

No 120 (67.8) 140 (79.1) 136 (76.8)

Yes 57 (32.2) 37 (20.9) 41 (23.2)

Depression 0.376

No 156 (88.1) 163 (92.1) 156 (88.1)
Yes 21 (11.9) 14 (7.9) 21 (11.9)

Hemoglobin, g/dl 10.0 ± 2.2 11.0 ± 2.2 10.1 ± 1.9 <0.001

Hematocrit, % 29.4 ± 6.3 32.3 ± 6.2 30.3 ± 5.7 <0.001

WBC count, 109/L 10.0 ± 7.5 11.6 ± 5.4 15.0 ± 8.8 <0.001

Platelet count, 109 /L 92.7 ± 44.3 185.2 ± 40.1 327.6 ± 137.2 <0.001

Lymphocytes, 109 /L 2.2 ± 2.1 1.6 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 1.4 0.008

Neutrophils, % 74.9 ± 15.6 79.6 ± 11.4 81.3 ± 11.3 <0.001

Albumin, mmol/L 2.9 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 0.7 2.9 ± 0.7 0.295

PT, second 33.0 ± 10.0 29.7 ± 6.9 28.9 ± 7.8 <0.001

Scoring systems

APS III 48.4 ± 19.9 51.6 ± 23.1 59.6 ± 27.1 <0.001
SOFA 4.3 ± 3.3 5.3 ± 3.7 8.0 ± 4.1 <0.001

Mortality, n (%)
30-day 0.032

No 139 (78.5) 154 (87.0) 155 (87.6)

Yes 38 (21.5) 23 (13.0) 22 (12.4)

90-day 0.004

No 127 (71.8) 142 (80.2) 143 (80.8)
Yes 50 (28.2) 35 (19.8) 34 (19.2)

Note: Data were presented as the mean ± SD and n (%). 
Abbreviations: SII, systemic immune-inflammation index; BMI, body mass index; AKI, acute kidney injury; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; SPO2, 

percutaneous oxygen saturation; CHD, Coronary Heart Disease; CHF, chronic heart failure; DM, diabetes mellitus, WBC, white blood cell; PT, prothrombin time; APS III, 
Acute Physiology Score II; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.
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peptide-2 (CXCL2) promote the effect of mononuclear cell 
adhesion to endothelial cells.21–23 Moreover, Cloutier et al 
reported that 5-HT, secreted by platelets, can increase vascular 
permeability and promotes leukocytes migration.24 Infiltrated 
leukocytes further increase secretion of chemokines and cyto-
kines, thereby aggravating the inflammatory response. Studies 
have shown that neutrophil infiltration is the main cause of 
acute lung injury and ARDS, liver, and kidney injury in AP 
patients,25 and the decrease of lymphocyte was also confirmed 
to be closely associated with severity of AP disease.26

Inflammation response causes endothelial cell injury, 
ischemia-reperfusion injury, and aggravation of AP. After 
AP development, the storm of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
leads to SAP and systemic inflammatory response syn-
drome (SIRS) or multiple organ failure.

Therefore, we suggest that it is feasible to use SII as 
a systemic inflammatory ischemic index because it can 
reflect the disease characteristics of AP more 
comprehensively.

This study has some advantages. To the best of our 
knowledge, there is no report on the association between 
SII with the prognosis of AP. Moreover, this study was 
based on a large cohort of patients, thereby increasing 
indicating that our results are reliable. However, there 
were several limitations. Firstly, inherent biases were 
inevitable given the retrospective and observational nat-
ure of this single-center study. Therefore, further well- 
designed investigations are required to verify our 
results. In addition, selection bias and confounding 
bias were inevitable since we only included ICU 
patients. Secondly, there were cases of missing data 
despite neutrophils, lymphocytes, and platelet counts 
being easily obtained. This increases the complexity of 
analyzing the results, and introduces bias in the results. 
Finally, SII was calculated based on the values acquired 
within 24 hours on patients’ admission. As a dynamic 
index, SII was directly associated with different treat-
ments or stages. We could not determine its optimal 
detection time window. Dynamic evaluation of SII may 
make more sense.

Conclusions
A high SII was associated with increased mortality in ICU 
AP patients. Thus, SII is a potentially useful prognostic 
biomarker of AP. However, our findings should be further 
evaluated using prospective studies with longer follow up.Ta
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Table 3 Subgroup Analysis of the Associations Between 30-Day All-Cause Mortality and the SII

Subgroups N SII P for Interaction

<75.5 75.6−104.2 >104.2

AKI 0.6079

No 119 1.0 0.45 (0.04, 4.49) 0.4943 2.16 (0.45, 10.35) 0.3351
Yes 412 1.0 1.37 (0.67, 2.79) 0.3879 2.69 (1.38, 5.25) 0.0038

Sepsis 0.0685
No 404 1.0 2.53 (1.02, 6.27) 0.0449 4.26 (1.77, 10.24) 0.0012

Yes 127 1.0 0.48 (0.16, 1.48) 0.2020 1.54 (0.60, 3.90) 0.3679

CHF 0.6062

No 479 1.0 1.45 (0.71, 2.96) 0.3090 3.07 (1.58, 5.96) 0.0009

Yes 52 1.0 0.71 (0.12, 4.30) 0.7132 1.25 (0.25, 6.16) 0.7840

Chronic renal disease 0.5527

No 480 1.0 1.50 (0.75, 3.01) 0.2553 2.97 (1.56, 5.66) 0.0009
Yes 51 1.0 0.43 (0.05, 3.53) 0.4312 1.38 (0.21, 9.24) 0.7369

Chronic live disease 0.6067
No 468 1.0 1.31 (0.65, 2.63) 0.4558 2.24 (1.14, 4.39) 0.0192

Yes 63 1.0 1.62 (0.23, 11.46) 0.6262 4.79 (0.93, 24.72) 0.0614

CAD 0.8467

No 460 1.0 1.38 (0.66, 2.86) 0.3901 2.75 (1.41, 5.37) 0.0030
Yes 71 1.0 0.96 (0.20, 4.60) 0.9609 2.86 (0.63, 12.98) 0.1740

Hypertension 0.5009
No 253 1.0 1.81 (0.62, 5.23) 0.2747 4.21 (1.61, 11.01) 0.0033

Yes 278 1.0 1.06 (0.45, 2.47) 0.8917 2.01 (0.90, 4.49) 0.0905

Pneumonia 0.9155

No 388 1.0 1.47 (0.66, 3.27) 0.3487 2.92 (1.39, 6.15) 0.0047

Yes 143 1.0 1.09 (0.34, 3.51) 0.8912 2.55 (0.87, 7.43) 0.0865

DM 0.7598

No 408 1.0 1.48 (0.68, 3.23) 0.3274 2.82 (1.38, 5.75) 0.0045
Yes 123 1.0 0.96 (0.28, 3.32) 0.9542 2.84 (0.87, 9.28) 0.0838

Depression 0.5293
No 475 1.0 1.51 (0.75, 3.05) 0.2532 3.03 (1.57, 5.87) 0.0010

Yes 56 1.0 0.40 (0.04, 4.26) 0.4476 1.60 (0.31, 8.30) 0.5758

Alcohol abuse 0.9511

No 396 1.0 1.27 (0.60, 2.69) 0.5369 2.72 (1.38, 5.38) 0.0040

Yes 135 1.0 1.64 (0.39, 6.80) 0.4968 3.14 (0.79, 12.43) 0.1026

SOFA group 0.6802

≤4 233 1.0 6.38 (0.75, 54.18) 0.0895 10.50 (1.26, 87.69) 0.0299
>4 298 1.0 0.93 (0.44, 1.97) 0.8553 1.88 (0.96, 3.70) 0.0659

APS III group 0.6178
≤48 261 1.0 2.16 (0.52, 8.90) 0.2867 4.15 (1.06, 16.27) 0.0410

>48 270 1.0 1.00 (0.46, 2.19) 0.9922 1.87 (0.92, 3.81) 0.0846

Notes: Confounders adjustment were performed as in Model 1 (Table 2). Cox proportional hazards regression models were used to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% 
confidence intervals (CIs).
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